Golf Simulator

This eye-catching visual experience brings customized excitement and lines of eager participants.

You’ll bring out your guests’ competitive spirit with all the possibilities of our remarkable Golf Simulator. Looking at a virtual golf hole, guests can see the shape of their shot, clubhead speed, clubface angle, ball speed and more, all projected on the giant screen in front of them.

You’ll also capture a valuable list of new prospect data in the process. Conduct contests or play a round of golf ... it’s your choice. Different game modes are available, including Long Drive, Closest-to-the-Pin, Three Hole Challenge or 18-hole rounds on some of the world’s best courses. A GOLFTEC® Certified Personal Coach™ will conduct the event, give advice, operate computer equipment and track winners.

About GolfTEC

Since 1995, the mission has been simple - to help people play better golf. GOLFTEC is the world’s largest golf improvement specialist with over 190 centers worldwide, millions of lessons given and a 96% success rate.

GolfTEC Golf Simulator includes:

- Data collection/sign-in kiosk/waiting list
- All technology and golf items to execute event (net, balls, clubs)
- GOLFTEC Certified Personal Coaches

Power Requirements: 110 volt outlet
Dimensions: 20’L x 14’W x 10’H
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